Speech Marks 1
Speech marks or quotation marks are used to show direct speech (what someone is saying).
Direct speech can go at the beginning of the sentence:

“Pizza is nice but burgers are the best,“ said May.
Direct speech can go at the end of the sentence:
May said, “Pizza is nice but burgers are the best.“
Direct speech can go in the middle of the sentence:

“Pizza is nice,“ May said, “but burgers are the best.“
Rewrite each sentence, adding speech marks in the correct places.
Use the guide above to help you add in capital letters and commas where they are needed.

1. Do not be late again the teacher warned.
____________________________________________________________________________________
2. Can we have chicken for dinner tonight? Rick asked.
____________________________________________________________________________________
3. Mum said let’s go to the water park on Sunday.
____________________________________________________________________________________
4. I don’t know about you, Steve said, but I am really hungry.
____________________________________________________________________________________
5. Leela shouted stay away from the edge!
____________________________________________________________________________________
6. Let’s hide over here whispered Julie’s brother.
____________________________________________________________________________________
7. The coach pointed at Mark and said you can be captain today.
____________________________________________________________________________________
8. If we are quiet, the guide whispered, we might see glow worms.
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Speech Marks 1 Answers
Speech marks or quotation marks are used to show direct speech (what someone is saying).
Direct speech can go at the beginning of the sentence:

“Pizza is nice but burgers are the best,“ said May.
Direct speech can go at the end of the sentence:
May said, “Pizza is nice but burgers are the best.“
Direct speech can go in the middle of the sentence:

“Pizza is nice,“ May said, “but burgers are the best.“
Rewrite each sentence, adding speech marks in the correct places.
Use the guide above to help you add in capital letters and commas where they are needed.

1.

Do not be late again,

2.

Can we have chicken for dinner tonight?

3. Mum said
4.

I don’t know about you,

Steve said,

but I am really hungry.

Stay away from the edge!

Let’s hide over here,

whispered Julie’s brother.

7. The coach pointed at Mark and said
8.

Rick asked.

Let’s go to the water park on Sunday.

5. Leela shouted
6.

the teacher warned.

If we are quiet,

the guide whispered,

You can be captain today.
we might see glow

worms.
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